PRIME
Institutional Services

EQUITIES FUTURES OPTIONS
FOREX SWAPS NDFs

Prime brokers allow their clients to trade with multiple brokers, market makers
and banks using a single
margin account.

Tradeview Prime allows your business to access deep, competitively
priced, top-tier liquidity with significantly lower margin requirements.
Unlike traditional prime brokers, we are able to offer a complete FX
service, tailored specifically to your needs.

WE ARE PRIME
Advanced trade processing technology delivers fully
integrated, accurate and secure trade processing.

Diverse Liquidity: Rates sourced from clients, banks
and non-bank liquidity providers

Prime brokers allow their clients to trade
with multiple brokers, market makers and
banks using a single margin account.

ORDER MANAGEMENT

with FX and your credit counterparty is our Prime Broker

Client may specify order execution
approach, or leave it to our professional
judgment.

No Fees: No per trade, monthly or installation fees

EFP SERVICES

Flexible and Advanced Technology: FX

As demand for EFP transaction increases, so
has our efforts to provide the EFP service
our clients expect.

Anonymous Execution: Your trades are executed

partners, award winning technology providers

Visit our website

tradeviewprime.com

TRADING

PORTFOLIO MARGIN

Tradeview electronic trading
solutions are tailored to
ensure professional trading
and execution of all products.

Using our real-time margin system, customers are able to increase their leverage. Calculations are done in real time for U.S. stocks,
OCC stock and index options and U.S. single stock futures positions
throughout the day based on the real-time price of the equity
positions in the Portfolio Margin account.

LD4 LONDON SLOUGH
DATA CENTER SPECIFICATIONS

This is one of many state of the art IBX centers
in key metropolitan areas throughout EMEA that
offer a full range of premium colocation.

BACK OFFICE
With Tradeview’s solutions, transparency is increased
while operational and liquidity risk is significantly
reduced. Our Back Office system is designed to
accommodate effective management, including
customized online reporting, accounts analysis,
system monitoring services and settlement
processing (DVP/RVP, Margin, Pre-Trade and Post-Trade
Credit Management).

DMA
LOW LATENCY

Advanced trade allocation capabilities
FAST, reliable connection and order entry
Specific trading platform
Hosted servers by the exchanges
Instant, 24 hour support
High Quality Service

Take advantage of our vast experience
in the architecture, design and implementation of DMA and Latency driven
solutions.

SMART
ORDER ROUTING
Tradeview offers Hedge Funds and High Frequency
Trading firms (HFTs) a platform that satisfies their
requirement for a lightning fast and reliable
execution without execution costs.

Phones
North America:
Europe:
Asia - Hong Kong:
Asia - Ho Chi Minh City:
Fax:

Email
+ 1 514 613 0479
+ 44 203 608 1936
+ 85 258 083 392
+ 84 902 295 975
+ 1 514 316 7383

General Inquiry:
Trading:
Back Office:
Technical Support:
Introducing Brokers:

tradeview@tradeviewforex.com
trading@tradeviewforex.com
operations@tradeviewforex.com
operations@tradeviewforex.com
tradeview@tradeviewforex.com

